
Middle School                               Level : 4MS 

Name : ………………………………………..       Class :……….                   Mark :……/20  

                                                       The second test of the first term in English           
Text :
         At Pepe’s House
      Last weekend my friends and I went to a fancy dress party at Pepe’s House , because it was 
his birthday and he decided to do something special.

We all dressed up and we arrived at Pepe’s house at half past eight . Everything was decorated 
for that special occasion : candles, balloons , etc… were everywhere. First, we greeted everybody 
and Pepe introduced us to all his cousins and his French friends. Then we drank some fizzy drinks 
and we ate some sandwiches and pizza and later we were dancing and talking all the time . I was 
dancing when suddenly I fell down but fortunately I didn’t break any bone. Finally , at half past 
eleven , the party finished and I went home.
    In my opinion it is the best party I have ever seen . We had a great time together and  I met a lot 
of people that are my friends now.

Part One (14pts)
A / Reading comprehension : I read the text  and do the tasks (7pts)
Task One : I fill in the table ( 2pts)

occasion date time place
..................................... ……………………. ……………………. ………………………

Task Two : I write ‘true’ ,’ false’ or ‘not mentioned’.(3pts)
1-Pepe didn’t introduce the writer and his friends to the other guests. ………….
2-The writer fell down the stairs. ……………
3- According to the writer’s  point of view  it was a very nice party. …………..

Task Three : I pick out from the text words that are opposites to the following. (2pts)
         left ≠………………….                     last  ≠……………….
         began ≠ ……………                      worst  ≠ ……………….

B/ I practice .(7pts)
Task One : I supply the punctuation and capital letters where necessary. ( 2pts)

                        it costs so much to celebrate  a wedding party in algeria and morocco
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Task Two : I write the verbs between brackets in the simple past and the past continuous. (3pts)

1) While women (to prapare ) ……………………. the dishes, they (to sing) 
……………….traditional songs.

2) We (to have) …………………… couscous when the groom (to arrive) ………………. to 
welcome the guests.

3) As she (to serve) …………….. cakes and tea ,she (to fall) …………………….down .
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Task Three : I pick out from the text words that contain the following sounds:/i /and /i:/.(2pts)

                sit  /I/                  feet /i:/
- ………………       - ……………………. -……………………..      -………………………

Part Two (6pts)    Written expression
    You surely have been invited to wedding parties in your village . Write a paragraph about the 
last wedding party you attend .Use the past simple and the past continuous.
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